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The Florida Conservation Coalition 

308 N Monroe Street 

Tallahassee, Florida 32301 

 

May 9, 2019 

 

Governor Ron DeSantis 

State of Florida 

The Capitol 

400 S. Monroe Street 

Tallahassee, Florida 32399 

 

Re: Veto SB 7068, MCORES 

 

Dear Governor DeSantis, 

 

The Florida Conservation Coalition is devoted to protecting Florida’s land, fish 

and wildlife, and water resources that are essential to the well-being and quality of 

life of the residents of this state, and for its long-term economic prosperity. It is our 

opinion that SB 7068, Multi-use Corridors of Regional Economic Significance 

(MCORES), will cost Florida hundreds of thousands of acres of farms and rural 

lands and fragment ranches, farms, forests and wildlife habitat for many 

endangered species including the Florida panther. 

 

We respectfully request that you veto SB 7068 and follow the recommendations of 

the FDOT Interstate 75 Relief Task Force, which found that expanding the vehicle 

capacity of the existing interstates and connecting highways was a better approach 

than building new corridors. 

These hugely expensive road projects and accompanying urban sprawl will 

devastate habitat for the Florida panther and dozens of other endangered and 

threatened Florida species. They will harm important wetlands, forests, springs, 

and aquifer recharge areas from Florida Bay to the Georgia border. Additionally, 

planning, right-of-way purchases and construction of the road projects will 

consume billions of dollars from the state budget, money that could be better spent 

on legitimate state priorities like improving existing corridors, healthcare, 

education and environmental protection. 

Florida no longer has a strong state planning agency to oversee immense projects 

like MCORES and ensure coordination with local governments and regional 

planning agencies. Because there is no indication in the legislation or statements of 

sponsors that federal dollars will be used for these projects, DOT will not be 

required to follow National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) guidelines. NEPA  



requires Federal Agencies to evaluate alternatives and assess the environmental effects of their proposed actions 

prior to making decisions; Florida should not be left without these protections. 

Florida’s environment will not improve if we only take one-step-forward, but two-steps-back. As proposed in SB 

7068, these new transportation corridors will diminish the impact of the billions of dollars the state has committed 

to address water pollution and Everglades restoration and threaten your administration’s environmental legacy. 

“The nation behaves well if it treats the natural resources as assets which it must turn over to the next generation 

increased, and not impaired, in value.” We hope you will take these words of President Theodore Roosevelt to 

heart and veto SB 7068.  

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Bob Graham 

Chairman of the FCC 

 

 

Lee Constantine 

Vice Chairman of the FCC 

 

 


